
Glass should not be replaced for concerns or 
complaints of negative or concave glass units. 
Distortion caused by a negative glass bow (glass panes 
bowed-in Fig. IG01-2) is caused by the airspace pressure 
being lower than the atmospheric pressure. This is 
normally seen on cold winter days. The degree of this 
distortion is infl uenced by the glass thickness, airspace 
gap, IG unit size and geometry, temperature, barometric 
pressure, window installation altitude being lower than 
IG unit fabrication altitude, argon leakage and IG unit 
fabrication tolerances. 

 Positive Glass Bow Negative Glass Bow

 Fig. IG01-1 Fig. IG01-2

AIRSPACE CONDENSATION

Glass units should be replaced when condensation 
is evident in the airspace. Insulating glass units 
experiencing condensation in the airspace are usually due 
to a failure of the insulating glass seal. This is fi rst evident 
in the wintertime when the outdoor temperatures are low 
causing a lower airspace temperature and the potential for 
condensation to form. Airspace condensation can also be 
caused by a small crack in the glass that is sometimes not 
immediately evident. To be assured that the condensation 
is in the airspace, the outdoor and indoor glass surfaces 
should be cleaned to make certain the condensation is 
in the airspace and not on the outdoor or indoor glass 
surfaces.

GLASS SWEATING OR INDOOR CONDENSATION ON THE 
ROOM SIDE GLASS SURFACE

Glass units having indoor condensation or sweating 
caused by high room side humidity conditions should 
not be replaced. This phenomenon is usually seen in the 
winter at the bottom edge of the glass, around the glass 
periphery, or sometimes on the complete indoor glass 
surface. It is caused by high room side humidity conditions 
when the indoor glass temperature is below the dew point 
of the room side air.

Information on Glass 

Products

This service bulletin should be used as a guide to evaluate 
glass products for potential replacement. Subject matter 
addressed includes:

• Glass Distortion
• Airspace Condensation
• Indoor Condensation - Sweating on the #4 Room 

Side Pane Surface
• Indoor Condensation - Condensation Rings on the 

#4 Room Side Pane Surface
• Outdoor Condensation
• Glass Breakage

GLASS DISTORTION

Glass distortion can be related to a number of factors 
and is mostly caused by environmental conditions 
and glass fabrication processes. Glass distortion is 
very subjective and the degree of perceptive distortion is 
infl uenced by the viewing angle, distance away from the 
window, objects being viewed, sky conditions and glass 
thickness. Since it is very diffi cult to assess the degree of 
distortion or bow in insulating glass products, glass units 
having distortion or bow in the glass should not be judged 
for their worthiness by an aesthetic evaluation.

Glass should not be replaced for complaints 
or concerns of distortion in tempered or heat-
strengthened glass products. Distortion in tempered 
or heat-strengthened glass products is created by the 
process of tempering. Glass is heated to approximately 
1200ºF and quickly cooled. This process, although making 
the glass signifi cantly stronger, produces undulations in the 
glass called roll ripple, bow and warp. Although controlled 
to minimum levels, this distortion is very subjective and 
is more apparent when viewed at critical angles from the 
exterior.

Glass should not be replaced for concerns or com-
plaints of positive glass units. Distortion caused by a 
positive glass bow (glass panes bowed-out Fig. IG01-1) 
is caused by the airspace pressure being higher than 
the airspace fabrication pressure. This is normally seen 
on warm summer days, in periods of low barometric 
pressure, or when the insulating glass units are shipped 
to higher altitudes.
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glass products can be drawn to moisture or dew on lawns 
or on automobiles when exposed to the above mentioned 
natural occurring phenomena.

GLASS BREAKAGE

Glass breakage can occur from impact, thermal stress, 
bending (racking of the sash) or from excessive pressure 
differences between the airspace and the outside air. 
Glass is a brittle material and will fracture when subjected 
to a critical tensile stress level. Scratches, chips or digs in 
the glass surface caused by windblown debris or cleaning 
can produce stress concentrators that reduce glass 
strength. If these surface defects are severe enough, they 
can produce eventual glass breakage. 

A typical impact breakage pattern is shown in Fig. IG01-3. 
Due to the small particle size when glass fractures from 
impact, at times the glass may evacuate the opening 
and this type of fracture pattern may not be immediately 
evident.

A typical breakage pattern from thermal stress is shown 
in Fig. IG01-4 and is caused by the glass not being able 
to sustain the thermal conditions experienced at the site. 
Although this cause of breakage is not very prevalent, 
at times this type of breakage may be seen. Conditions 
that can produce thermal breakage of glass panes can 
be related to a combination of the following: outdoor 
overhangs, indoor shading (blinds, draperies, etc.), size 
of window, and fl aws at the glass edge. With the addition 
of LoE™ coatings and argon fi lling, the insulating value 
of the insulating glass product has been signifi cantly 
improved, raising the central glass temperature on the 
room side pane, while the glass edges remain cold. This 
temperature gradient produces thermal stress in the room 
side glass pane, and if there are any signifi cant edge 
fl aws from handling, thermal breakage could take place 
initiating at the fl aw. Some insulating glass products that 
Cardinal produces will have the indoor glass pane heat 
strengthened to virtually eliminate the potential of thermal 
breakage of this glass pane. 

A typical breakage pattern for bending is shown in Fig. 
IG01-5 and is usually caused by a racking of the sash i.e. 
in a casement unit when one of the locks is engaged and 
the homeowner tries to open the window.

A typical breakage pattern from excessive pressure 
differences between the airspace and outside air is shown 
in Fig. IG01-6. This type of breakage is not very prevalent 
and is due to the glass not being able to meet the bending 
stresses induced by the defl ection of the glass panes. 
Specifi c causes of breakage are due to extreme pressure 
differences between the airspace and outside air and can 

CONDENSATION RINGS ON THE INDOOR 
GLASS SURFACE

Glass units having indoor center condensation 
rings should be evaluated. When insulating glass 
unit panes are touching in the center, wintertime indoor 
condensation rings can be seen in the center of the glass. 
These rings may be circular or elliptical depending on the 
window shape (square, rectangular, circle top etc.). The 
cause for having the condensation rings is that when the 
glass lites touch in the glass center, there is a reduced 
insulating value, and the indoor glass temperatures are 
closer to the outdoor glass temperatures. This increases 
the potential for condensation rings on the room side 
pane and becomes evident when the room side glass 
temperature falls below the dew point temperature of the 
room side air.

It is suggested that the window or glass manufacturer be 
contacted to confi rm that the glass is indeed touching in 
the center. Condensation at the center of the unit can also 
occur if the room side humidity levels are high. In addition, 
the use of bars or grilles in between the glass panes can 
result in the bars touching the glass and creating a cold 
surface, resulting in the formation of condensation where 
these bars are located in the IG unit (see TSB #IG08 “Use 
of Internal Grilles” for details). If the glass is touching in the 
center, venting of the unit or replacement of the glass may 
be required.

OUTDOOR CONDENSATION

Glass units should not be replaced for complaints 
or concerns when outdoor condensation occurs. 
Condensation on the outdoor glass surface of an insulating 
unit is not an indication that the glass or insulating unit is 
defective. Under the right set of atmospheric conditions it 
is possible to get condensation on the outdoor surface of 
an insulating glass unit. Specifi cally, these conditions are 
as follows:

• Glass temperature is below the dew point 
temperature

• Clear night sky
• Still air
• High relative humidity
• Coated glass products (i.e. LoE™/LoE²® glass), 

argon fi lled insulating glass products

Exposed to the above conditions, the outdoor glass surface 
can radiate heat away to the night sky, and with good 
insulating glass products the outdoor glass temperature 
can fall below the dew point of the ambient air. When 
this occurs, moisture from the air can condense on the 
outdoor glass surface. Similarities of this condensation on 
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